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 A professional play writer and theatre director, he meets beautiful Anjali and falls in love with her. However, a childhood
friend, Durga breaks their relationship. He moves to Morningside to work for a living, and, knowing of his love for Anjali,

comes to meet her. He makes Anjali fall in love with him. He becomes rich by the end of the movie. She lives in Morningside,
Anjali now lives happily with her husband. Padmini Kolhapure and Mukesh Tiwari are playing lovers from childhood who fall
in love with each other. The owner of the jewelry shop also fixes Abhi's meeting with Anjali. A wise woman explains how to

deal with a boy's love. Anjali's friend Durga is suggested to Anjali as a prospective groom. Durga later becomes a police
inspector and tries to arrest Abhi. His friend Kalua is also framed for the robbery, but is saved by Abhi. Abhi gets a job with the

jewelry store. However, with the knowledge of Anjali's feelings, he fixes an encounter between Abhi and Anjali. Abhi takes
Anjali with him to the forest where he proposes to her. Later, Abhi proposes to Anjali in Morningside and the entire cast gets

engaged. Anjali's father wanted her to marry Durga, but in the end, she becomes a police officer and Abhi follows his mother's
wish to marry Anjali. The story takes a 360-degree turn in the end. Abhi's friend Kalua is arrested for a murder, he takes

revenge on Durga and his men by tying them to an electric pole. Abhi does not even know that Anjali has got married. Cast
Shahid Kapoor as Abhi Chacha / Vishwas Rao Ileana D'Cruz as Anjali Anjali Padmini Kolhapure as Durga Mukesh Tiwari as
Ravi Rani Kishori Shahane as Shanti Akshay Anand as Abhi's friend Anup Soni as Kalua Sushant Singh as Durga's husband

Anil Arjun Abhishek Banerjee as Abhi's friend Abhishek Chatterjee as Kalua's friend Soundtrack The film features music by
Ram Sampath, Kausik Vijay, Himes 82157476af
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